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D. B. ILTCALISTER .WD R, MCFADDEN* 
In this paper x1-e utilize the zig-zag representations to characterize the free 
ifiverse semigroup on two commuting generators. 
1. 
If S is a semigroup, there exist an inverse semigroup I(S) and a homo- 
morphism 7 : S + I(S) with the following property: given any homo- 
morphism 8 of S into an inverse semigroup T, there is a unicme homo- 
morphism +I : I(S) + T such that the diagram 
commutes. The semigroup I(S) is called the j>ee imtem sewtigrou~ 012 S [?, 81. 
It fo!!ows directly from the functoriai properties of Ci and I(S) that 
I(P) and I( are naturally isomorphic. Therefore in studying relationships 
between S and I(S), we may assume without loss of generality that S has an 
identity element. We shah do this throughout the paper. 
Our main result is Theorem 2.16 which provides a characterization of I(S) 
when S is the free monoid on two commuting generators. In this case, of 
course, s 25 Z+ .X Z’, and may be considered to be a submonoid of Z >‘: Z. 
\“\‘e utilize the zig-zag representations introduced in [4:, and the reade:- is 
referred to that paper for details. 
Let G be a group and let 5’ be a submonoid of G. Then the relation <’ 
defined on G bv: 
g <:’ h if and only if 12 = gx for some x E S 
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is a quasiorder. It is compatible with multiplication on the left, and S = 
(&Y E G : 1 <’ x}. Left compatible quasiorders coincide one to one with 
submonoids of G. 
For the remainder of this paper, when we are dealing with a submonoid 
S of a group G, we shall denote by <’ the corresponding left compatible 
quasiorder, and for a given left compatible quasiorder on G, write S = 
{.x E G : 1 <’ x}. When we are dealing with an inverse semigroup S, we 
shall use < to denote the natural partial order on S[l]. 
Suppose now that G is a group with a left compatible quasiorder and let 
3” be a set of subsets of G with the following properties: 
(i) if A E 3 and 1 <’ y <’ s, where 1, .T E d then y E A. 
(ii) if A E .E and zc E S n A then s+4 E 3Y. 
Such a set 3 is called a representing family of subsets of G. For each s E S 
define a partial transformation pb of .z?” by 
Ap, = s+il for each B E 55 with s E 3. 
PROPOSITION 1 .I [4]. The mapping p : s + ps is a representation of S b?r 
one-to-one partial transfomations of .F. 
The representation p in Proposition 1.1 is called the zig-zag representation 
of S determined by ?Z. 
DEFINITION [4]. A subset X of G is called solid if a <’ x <’ b, a, b E X 
implies x E X. A subset B of G is solid rip from a subset r;Z of G if A C B, 
andifa<‘y<‘b,aE&bEB,implyyEB. 
If S is any semigroup we shall denote by S1 the semigroup whose elements 
are &, x: E S, with the multiplication +y-’ = (yz~)‘. The free product 
[l] of S and S-l will be denoted by S * S-l; it has an involution defined by 
W’ ... s&l)-1 = t,.s,l ... t&l, where, in order that sit;’ .‘. t;’ denotes a 
generic element of S c S-i, we allow either or both of sr , t,:l to be empty. 
Any homomorphism 0 of S into an inverse semigroup T can be extended 
to a homomorphism, which we also denote by 0, of S * S-1 into T, by 
defining 
WB = (sle)(tle)-’ -.* (sr~)(t.,~e)-’ for 2~’ = sit;’ ... s&l E S * SF. 
This is the unique extension of 6 to a homomorpism that preserves the 
involution. In particular, there is a canonical homomorphism 4 of S * S-r 
onto I(S); for x E S, the image of x,-l under C$ is the inverse of x in I(S). 
Normally we shall denote WC, for zo E S * S-l, simply by zu in I(S). 
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Since any representation p of S is a homomorphism of S into an inverse 
semigroup it can be extended to a representation, also denoted by p of S * S-r, 
DEFIWTION. Let S be a submonoid of a group G; then u E S * S-l is a 
leftJ4actw of .iC E S * S-l if zu = ~72 for some 21 E S x S-r. The set of re&ticeci 
left factors of ZL’ is the set 
,u E 6: 24 E S * S-l is a left factor of w>; 
~EMIvIA 1.2 [a]. Let x be a vep~esenting famdy of subsets of G and iet p be 
the corresponding zig-zag sepvesmtation; let 20 = sIt;l ... s,.t;l c S * S-l. If 
-4 E X belongs to domain plr , then A is solid up j,om rlf. w; note 1 E rEf. w. 
C’onnersely, ;f 2” is the set of all solid subsets of G which contain 1, and A is 
solid up f1.om (1, s1 , slql,..., s$;’ “. s,,t;‘} then A is iz dom.aifz p,[, . 
COROLLARY 1.3 [A]. Let w = slt;l ... srt;l E S ;i: S-l. Ther, rl$ zv and 
i,l> s1 ~ q;l,...: sl:p .‘. s,t;l! have the same solid hull. 
DEFINITION [4]. A +zag in G is a finite ordered sequence 
(a,, = I, a, ,I..= a,} of elements of G such that either a, <’ a1 2’ a2 <’ a, ... 
or oO 2’ ai <’ a, 3’ a3 .“? with the ordering part of the definition: 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between S x S-l and the SC: d 
zig-zags in 6: corresponding to zu = sIt,‘s,t; ... me have 1 <’ sL 2’ sr”t;’ .<’ 
s&s, . . and to UI = t;%,t,l ... we have i >’ f;’ <’ t;ls, >‘~-i;rs,i;’ ‘.‘; 
conversely to a, 6’ a, >,’ a, <’ ... corresponds the unique word ~~t;rs, ..r 
in S * S-l, where sO = sl , ailal = t, ,...I and to a0 2’ al 6’ a, .‘* the unique 
word t;ls,t;’ “‘, where a;’ = t, , s2 = a;lar ,... . 
Suppose that .T’ is a family of solid subsets of G which is invariant under 
left translation and that each zig-zag A has a closure -4 in 2”. Then the closures 
of zig-zags form a subsemilattice of 3 with smallest member (1); if zt, 
--- . 
7~’ E S * S-l then rlf. u U-1~ IS the least upper bound of the zig-zags corre- 
sponding to u and V. If A and B are closures of zig-zags, we shah denote by 
1 v B the smallest member of 3 containing A and $2. 
LERINA 1.4 [4]. Let u, ‘L: E S v S-l; then 
solid hull rlf. .U 7: = (solid hull rlf. U) Y zs(sohd hull rlf. U) 
where v denotes the join of solid sets. 
COROLLARY 1.5 [4]. Let 3 be a family of subsets of G wAic.ii is zkand 
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under left translation by G. Suppose further, that, for each zig-zag A of G, there 
is a smallest member A of 3 containkg A. If u, v E 5’ * S-l, then 
__ __ -- 
rlf. uv = rlf. u v u rlf. v, 
where if A and B are zig-zags, A v B = A v B. 
2. P-SEMIGROUPS AND I@+ X z+) 
TQe now describe the construction for a family of inverse semigroups which 
we call P-semigroups. These semigroups are in easily manageable form, and 
a wide class of inverse semigroups may be described in terms of P-semigroups 
[3, 41. Again, details may be found in [4]. 
Let X be a partially ordered set and let E E .X be such that {a E 55”: E < A) 
is a v-semilattice. Let G be a group which acts on X, on the left, by order 
automorphisms and let P = P(X, G, E) be the set of all pairs (A, g) where 
g E G, A E 9” and E < A, 8-l-q. Define 
(4 g)(B, h) = (-4 v gR gh) 
for (a, g), (B, h) E P. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [4]. P = P(G, ZZ”, E) is an inverse semigpoup. The 
idempotents are the elements (A, 1) with E < A E 9”‘; they form a semilattice 
antiisomorphic to (A E C?“‘: E < A}. F OY each (A, g) E P, (A, g)-l = (g-lA, g-l). 
Now let X be the family of all solid subsets of a left quasiordered group G. 
Clearly 9Y is invariant under left translation by G, and for each finite subset 
A of G, there is a smallest member 4 of % which contains -4. IQe therefore 
have the following special case of Theorem 2.3 of [4]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ZF be the family of all solid subsets of a left quasiordered 
group G. Then the mapping 0 : S * S-l + P(G, X, {i}) dejined by wb’ = 
(rlf. w, w) is a homomo~phimn. 
For the particular case when G is the free group on two commuting 
generators, we shall in fact prove that the inverse hull of SB in P is the free 
inverse semigroup on two commuting generators. To do this, we first describe 
the inverse hull of SB. We denote by EZ the family of all left translates of 
closures of zig-zags in G. One may show [4] that P(G, 2, (i)) is well defined, 
and we then have the following particular case of Theorem 2.5 of [4]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be the free group on two commuting generators with 
the usuaE$a&al ow?ering and let .5? be the family ofall icfi tmnsiates of closzrre.7 C$ 
zig-zags in G. Then the mapping 6 : S * S-l + P(G, 2, {I)) &fined bj* -- 
we = (r!f. TL’, ‘ZC ) ix a honaomorphism of S * S-l onto P. 
For the remainder of this paper, S wiil denote the free mcnoid on two 
commuting generators a and b. Every element of S is of the form dbs for some 
pair of nonnegative integers I’ and s, and S a Z+ ;: Z+. Since a and 6 
commute, so do their inverses a-l and b-’ in I(S). I:c’e shall denote by G the 
free group on two commuting generators, and cleerly we may assume that 
S is a submonoid of G = Z x 2. Bv <’ we shall mean the usual partai 
ordering on 6, and then S = (x E G : 1 <’ x). Note that G is the maximnl,lm 
grorrp homomorphic image of 1(S) [l]~ 
If zx is a word in S * S-l in which no two adjacent syi’lables [l] contain The 
same symbol, then w must be one of the following four forms: 
where 7, s, rI , si , 1 < i < TZ are nonnegative integers. We shall call words of 
this form, and also their canonical images in I(S), re&uceti wwiis. &ce 
S e Z+ >< Z+, we may illustrate words in S i S-l by diagrams in the plane. 
For example, the four types of reduced words, and their correspondiq 
zig-zags, may be illustrated by 
~EIUnlA 2.4. Let w E S -i: S-l. Then inI( zu ma-v be m&on in the form ev 
where e2 = e rind a is reduced. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the length n of w in S * S-l. Clearly 
the result holds if 12 = 1. Suppose it holds for words of length less than n > 1, 
that w has length n, and that two adjacent syllables of .w have a symbol x in 
common, where x E (a, b, a-l, b-r), so that w may be written as w = ZJXX~~V 
in S * S-l, where length uv < ~a. Then in I(S) we have w = (ux)(ux)-luv, 
and by induction, uv = ev’ where e2 = e and v’ is reduced. Therefore w = 
(ux)(ux)-lea’, v’ reduced, as required. 
Let T be an arbitrary inverse semigroup, and let o denote the minimum 
group congruence on T. If the idempotents of T form a o-class, we say that 
T is a proper inverse semigroup. Proper inverse semigroups are exactly those 
inverse semigroups in which au-l = b&l and (a, b) E cr imply a = b [4]. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. I(S) is a proper invwse semigroup. 
Proof. Suppose (ZU, 1) E o in I(S). By Lemma 2.4, we may write w = ev 
where e” = e and v is reduced. Clearly v reduces to 1 in G. If v = nrbs then 
y = s = 0; if 3 = a’lb-S1 ... arnb-sn then a~l+‘.*+rn = ~sI+“.+s~ in G, so 
ri = si = 0, 1 < i < n. In each case v = 1 and zu is idempotent. The other 
two cases are exactly analogous, whence the result. 
LEMMA 2.6. Every idempotent of I(S) is of the form 
wzo-l = A wpL’rl 
for some positive integer m and reduced .words zwj , 1 < j < m. 
Proof. For e2 = e E I(S) define Z(e) to be the length IZ of the shortest word 
w E S c S-l for which e = zuw-l. The proof is by induction on Z(e). If Z(e) = 1 
the result is obvious. 
Suppose the result holds for idempotents f in I(S) for which Z(W) < fz - 1, 
and let e = ww-r where Z(e) = length w = n > 1. Either w is reduced, and 
we have finished, or two adjacent syllables of zu have a symbol in common. 
In this case we may write w = UX’X-~V = (us)(us)-%RJ, where m E {a, b, a-l, b-l} 
and length ux < n, length u’u < n. The result now follows by a double 
application of our induction hypothesis. 
The fact that UXX-~V = (ux)(us)-luv for u, v, x in any inverse semigroup T 
was useful in proving Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. Further, 
(u.L-1v)(uxx+0)-1 = (ux)(ux)-’ A (uv)(uv)-1, (1) 
and this will be used extensively in what follows. The calculations involved 
can be simplified considerably by using the following notation. 
DEFINITION. Let T be an inverse semigroup. For u, v E T define 
21 * v = (v-‘u)(v-‘u)-1. (2) 
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Then * determines an action of T by order endomorphisms on the se& 
lattice ET of idempotents of T, for if e E E, then e * ‘v = v e zl-I. [6j One 
verifies easily that e c z1’c = (e * U) * ~1, and that Z~MP~ c ZJ = ff .< 2: 
One of our most common problems will be to simplifv u or .z for reduced 
words II and z’ in I(S), and for this we shall use (1) frequently. In doing so we 
need only keep track of the left half w of an idempotent wzcml, acd this can be 
done more easily by writing (1) as ~zL~.z’-~v = us A uv, and (3) as EL * z‘ G +2i. 
zuhe~e <.f ~1 = H the last term on the right is not present. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. If DZ = rJ then h= >:; r1 and 
Suppose the result holds for wz or fewer syllables and let nz + 1 3: TE be the 
greatest integer for which Enif I’~ < k. Write k -- C”’ ri = T; and note that 
2, 2 T,,+1 > \xr.rhile ,R * aJ< = 1 * aX‘-“ * a”. Since k - 7’ = 2”’ Yi , the inductive 
hypothesis implies 
If -nz < TE - 2 we claim that 
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and the result holds in this case. The argument for m = n - 1 is easily 
deduced from the above, and to complete the proof of the lemma we need 
only prove (3). Since Y > r,,+l , 
(b-Cm%a,fm+lb-%+L . . . a”nb-“n) * a” 
= b-Cm~“a-~+~“+~a-~“+~n~~,‘+,b-““l+l . . . arnb-%
_ b-P~ia--r * b--Cmsia-T+““‘+lb-Sm+l . . . arq-sR 
= b-Cmsia--r * b-z7”+1sia-r+rm+l * b-~‘“+lsia-‘.+~,n+l+r~~+~ . . . aTq-“fl 
LEMMA 2.8. Let x = arlb-sl ... a’nbPn, n 3 1, be reduced in I(S), and 
let k be a nonnegative integer. Let nz be the greatest itzteger for which CFl, si < k, 
wlzeTe we assulne &, si = 0. Then 
if m = 72, 
A a- 
r’n+l~ib-(C’n+lsi-k)ar,~+z . . . a)‘nb-Sn 
> 
where if m = n - 1 the last term on the right is not present. 
Apart from the fact that bk commutes with a Q, the proof is exactly analogous 
to that of Lemma 2.7, and we omit it. 
For u = a’lb-sl ... ur~b-s~~ EI(S), define a(u) = CF=, ri and b(u) = C,F=, si. 
Note that if u, v E I(S) with 21 <’ u in G, then a(v) < a(~) and b(u) < b(v). 
LEMnfA 2.9. Let u = arxb-% .. ar+sn and v = @b-q1 -~~aPmb-qm be 
reduced in I(S), and suppose v <’ u ilz G. Let vO be the slzortest initial segment 
of v fey which b(v,) = b(u). Then in El = E,(,) we have u * vO < an(u)-a%). 
The idea is to apply Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 alternately. At each application, 
either a power of a or a power of b is removed, respectively, and since v <’ u 
we achieve the result. A typical situation is illustrated 
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Proof. If b(a,) = 0 the result follows from Lemma 2.7; if a(v,$ = 0 it 
follows from Lemma 2.8. So we may assume U(Q) > 1 and b(q,) ), I. There 
are two cases. 
(i) p1 > 1. We use induction on a(z& If CZ(C~) = 1 then q = aF, say, 
and bq- Lemma 2.7 there exists a reduced word 21’ with u c z10 = z * a T b-T; < 
2&’ ;i’ b-2, where a(~‘) = U(U> - I, b(zl’) = k. By Lemma 2.8, me have 
u’ * b-k -<, aa(zc’i = ua(u)-a( PO). 
s uppose the result holds for a(zl,) = t > I. Then again by Lemma 2.7, 
there exists a reduced word zi with, writing z,, = ae:‘: 
u * q) = u * a * .?I < :1’ -5 d, 
where n(u’) = U(U) - 1 > a(~,,) - 1 = a(~‘) and b(u’) = bja’). 
By the induction hypothesis, 
u * z'. < uf .+ z,' < ao(ic')-ai~c'i = aolri)-a(z'O)t 
whence the result. 
(ii) p1 = 0. Then q1 2 1 and an argument similar to that in case ii) 
gives the result 
simikrlv for b-“a”’ A atrL. i 
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Proof: 
v A a’ = v * ar * a-’ 
< (a-? A a-(r-a(u))b-b(v)) * a+ (by Lemma 2.7) 
c ar ,, aal L”b-bl e’ E (ar-a(u) ,, b-b(“)) .+ a-a(o) 
E (a+af~)b-bl~) h b-bc.0)) * a-a(u) (by Lemma 2.11) 
< arbeb( v). 
Hence 
v A ar E v A z, A ar < 2’ A aVrb”u) 
< v&a%) (by Corollary 2.10) 
= voaa( u)-olv,‘a~-al u’ = Zla’-al 0) 
THEOREM 2.13. Let u = a’ksl .*. al’&Jn and v = a%--91 ... aW-qm be 







Proof. With the notation already in use, we have 
I.4 A v < v A vou duba&J (by Corollary 2.10) 
= vovl A vOa o(u)-a(qJ = v * aaM-a(vo) * v-l -(1 > 0 
< v*aawa(v,)-a(tJ,) *v-1 o (by Lemma 2.12) 
E vovula n(u)-a(~u) = vaahba(o) 
By examining u A v = ~1 * uu-r, one may use an exactly dual line of 
reasoning to prove that 
u ,, v < Ub-blv)tblu'v 
Briefly, the procedure is to define u. to be the shortest initial segment of u: for 
which a(uo) = a(v). Analogously to Lemma 2.9, it follows that 
v * u. < b-b(,a)+b(%) and as in Corollary 2.10, that u A v < uob-b(V)+b(vo). 
As in Lemma 2.12, one deduces that u A kS < ub-s+b(u) when b(u) < S, and 
2* A v < b-b(*)+b(z~) follows as in Theorem 2.13. 
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Combining these remarks with Theorem 2.13: we have the fo31:owing 
theorem. 
Bl; interchanging a and b in Theorem 2.14 we have an analogous result for 
reduced words 21 = &‘,a-s, . . brna-sth and v = BPla-sl . . &-Qusa-S,t. in JjS>, 
with D <’ zz in G. Note that if u = a’$% ... a’nb-sn and ~7 = 
b%a-‘1: -.. bpma-qm EI(S) are comparable in G, then u = sf = 1. 
-- ____ 
ProolJ. Since rlf. zu = rlf. ~-lo-l for any zc E S x S-r, me may consider e:, 
uj as elements of Ei ; let u = A uj in E, . 
We construct sets CPio, Ur, u” ,..., C’j,.., such that 
where @I~;. are the initial segments a%, u~llb-%y... of v. 
Define t’* = (ui : 1 < i < n} and LC2-1 = p-2 u o~ b-y1 ~.. (.l- a~): 
Lr2.i = Ii”;-’ 9 {a”&“1 . .. a%&%} for j = 1, 2,... . Since rlf. n C v rlf. flj f 
there exisr zcj I say 2+ ) and a left factor .q’ of tcl such that a% <’ tar’ in 6. Then. 
zcl’ = U”ls”, x E s, so 211i = apb-q E S with p, < p. Hence ur’ < a+ in aI : 
and since ’ 1~~ is a left factor ur I it follows that apI > 311’ 3 2~~ >, ,j zti s the 
intersection being over U”. Hence 
Next, a% 3’ aplb-% E rlf. V, so there exist up ) say, and a left factor uI’ cf 
uI , such that uf’ <’ a%b-% 6’ a% . By Theorem 2.14, 
a”~ A u2’ < &J@u,‘) < a%b-Q1. 
As before, a% A U, < aplb-% and so 
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Now suppose Vj-l satisfies AUz+-l ui = u < A vj, 1 < i < 2j - 1, for 
j > 1. Since vgj-I >’ vzj E rlf. v we have that u;lj <’ vz5 <’ v+~ for some 
left factor ~6~ of, say, zlej . By Theorem 2.14 
%j A %-1 1 f3 
< uf A v,j-l < vzj-lb-bfu~j)+b(v~j-~' 
= vrr-lb- o. -b(tc;j)+b(u2j-l)+oj 16 
since 
qj < b(u;j) - b(vzjml) = vpjb-b(“;j)+b~v,,-l)+Qj < vzf . 
Therefore uzj A v2j-l A Z’rj = zdzj A v2j-1 and 





Similarly, vLj 6’ v~.+~ <’ z&+l for some left factor zc;j+l of, say, 212j+l . 
It follows that z.J~~+~ A vzi A z’,~+~ = U,j+l A vzj , and that if u”j satisfies (4) 
then 
/\ ui = v2j+l A (A u$) = A ui = u < A vi, 1 < i < 2j + 1. 
uW+l .jy*j u2j 
Thus we have constructed the sets Uj inductively and, on considering U?,, , 
have completed the proof. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let S be the free monoid on two commuting generators and 
let 3 be the set of left translates of the closures of zig-zags in G, the free group 
on two commuting genevatoss. Then 
I(S) Q3 P(G, 8, (i}). 
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Proof. The homomorphism 0 : S * S-1 + P = P(G, 3, (T)) &find Sy 
~$9 = jr!!. u:, W) maps S * S-l onto P (Theorem X3), and if (ii is the canonical 
homomorphism of S * S-l + I(S) then C# o $3 L 9 c 8-r. Tc prove that 
F % I(S), we need only show that B 0 8-l C y5 0 4~“. 
Suppose that u0 = VL~ for U, v E S * S-r. Then v = v in 6, the maximum 
group homomorphic image of I(S), and since I(5’) is proper (Proposition X5), 
to prove that U+ = z$ it is enough to show (zl+)(zc$)~l = (E$)(E$-r. For 
simpiicity, we shall write ZL$ as w. - - 
We prove in fact that rlf. v _C rlf. u implies UU-~ < z+ in E, . 33~7 Lemma 
2.6 we may assume that 
rif. z’ = rlf. zW1 C \/ rlf. u;u-;~, 
where ZL,; is reduced, 1 < j < m, and again by Lemma 2.6, vve may assume that 
v itself is reduced. As before, we shall consider CL:> zii as elements of Ei ; 
Suppose then that rlf. v C V rlf. uj where v and tij ~ I < j 5: E, are reduced, 
and u = ,~4 u; in Ei . 
If 2’ = n’bs for r, s 3 0, there exist ui and a left factor 21,’ of ui such that 
arbr: < ,zi’ in 6. Then ZQ’ = dbsx, .X E S, so uif = a%~ with I’ ,< p, and it 
foilows that u = A U/ < ui < uif < v in EI . Similarly, if z = aerEk3 with ry 
s > 0, it follows that 2~’ = a-P&-q with 7 < p, and again 11 < ‘L:. 
Finally, if E = aPlb-‘h ... aPmb-*ln, then u < F in El bv Lemma 2.:5. 
Interchanging a and 6, the same holds for v = b%-y~ ... bk-gnl. __ __ 
Dually, rlf. $1 C rlf. ZI implies u ,( u, and so u = z’ in Ei . Thus B c 8-l C 
C$ 0 4-l and we conclude that I(S) M P. 
In Theorem 6.2 of [4] it was shown that if 2‘,, is the family of finite!] 
generated up ideals of G, then P(G, Xu, [l, +)) is a simple inverse semigroup. 
It is the quotient of S * S-1 modulo the congruence defined bt; zi’t = TL+ if 
and oniy if zur = zo2 in G and wl , ZC” generate the same up ideal ;n G. L&&J-, 
P(G, .2”, , (9 11) is a simple inverse semigroup, the quctieni of S c 2’ 
modulo x71 = ZL’~ if and onlv if ‘zut = ZQ in G and z.L’; , z~‘a generate the same -T-- 
down ideal in G. Since rlf. ZLI is the intersection of the up and down ideals 
generated by 2~~ we have the fol!owing. 
~P~HEORERI 2.27. I(S) is a subdirecc” product of simple imwse semigroups. 
Recently, H. E. Scheiblich [7] d e ermined the structure of the free monoid t . 
I, on a set X. He showed that I, is an F-inverse semigroup [S] and is, there- 
fore, proper. However, although I(S) is proper, it is not an F-inverse semi- -__ -- 
group. For example, (rlf. a&l, ab-1)o = (rlf. b-k, b-‘ajc, “out the o-class of _- 
(rlf. nb-1, a&r) does not contain a maximum element. 
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3. FREE INVERSE SEMIGROUPS ON ~UORE THAN 
Two COMMUTING GENERATORS 
In this section, we show that the results of Section 2 do not extend to the 
free inverse monoid 1;, on 11 > 3 commuting generators. Indeed the latter 
semigroups seem to be very different from Ir and I, . 
The following notation will be used in this section. For a nonempty set X, 
FIX is the free inverse semigroup on X, 
CIX is the free inverse semigroup with commuting generators X, 
FX is the free semigroup on X. 
From the universal properties of S and CIx , it is easy to see that, if j X / = n, 
CIxl = ItL . 
Consider the following elementary transformations on the elements of S 
S = F, +F;l; 
uxpvjv + 11”qqv C-steps 
uwv + uwzu-lzuu 
uww-lwv - uwv i I-steps 
uww-?z~-lv + u.z,!?-lww-l~v 
for U, v E Sr, w, x E S and xi, xj E X. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a nonempty set and let w1 , zv2 E F, * F;;l; 
(i) w1 = ws in FI], o w1 can be changed into ws by a jnite sequence of 
I-steps; 
(ii) wl = w2 i?z CIx o zul can be changed into w, by a jinite sequence 
of C and I-steps. 
Proof. The assertion in (i) is Vagner’s characterization of FI, [9]. The 
assertion in (ii) follows from that in (i) since the only further relation imposed 
is the commutativity of the generators. 
A word w E F, * F$ is singular if each syllable consists of a single letter. 
Thus, if w is singular, it cannot be altered by a C-step. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a nonempty set and let zul and wq tzFX * Fil, with 
w, singular. If wl + wz by att I-step, then w2 is shgular. 
Proof. This follows straightforwardly from an examination of the various 
types of I-step. 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 combine to prove the following proposition which is 
fundamental in the remainder of this section. 
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ProoJ. Suppose that wr = ua- ur - ... - u,, = wa is a sequence of 
C-steps and I-steps. Then, since u,, = wr is singular, the first step must be an 
I-step and then, by Lemma 3.2, ur is singular. Repeating the process, r*;e 
find that each step is an I-step and we is singular. Hence ‘z~r = wa in Fir . 
Conversely, since Cl, is quotient of FIX I w1 = zcz inFIx implies ~9; = s*‘~ 
in Cl, . 
GoaoLLARP 3.4. I,, , n > 3 is not proper~ 
Proof. Let a, 6, c be three of the free commuting generators for In , Then 
EL’ = a6-7ca-1bc-1 and wa are singular elements of F, + F;l. Since w f w2 
in the free group on n generators w and wz are not equal in FI,, . Hence, 
by Proposition 3.3: w is not an idempotent in U,, and so, not in I, . 
The maximum group homomorphic image G of I,, is commutative so that 
w = I in G. Hence I, is not proper. 
Because I, , n > 3 is not proper, it cannot be described by a construction 
analogous to that in Section 2. The next result sho1vi-s that the idempotents in 
I->; ) II -3 3 are not the analogs of those in I2 I 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let X be a set with n 2 3 eiemezts and let ‘iol ) 
‘zL’~ gFx *FAy’. T.&en solid hull rif. z~‘r = solid hui! rIf. w4 lzeed not kz+ 
ZL’, us;’ -I = w”rwz in I, . 
Proof, As in Corollary 3.4, let a, 6, c be three of the free commuting 
generators for CIr and set w1 = ab-‘ca-9-1 and ‘in’, = c6-1crc-iba-r. Then 
rlf. wl = {I, a, ab-1, ab-lc, b-k, C> = r!f. ci: 
in the free commutative group on X. Hence solid hu!l rif. f~r = soiid hull 
rlf. wz ~ 
On the other hand, wrw;r, wpwpr are singular so they are equal in CIz , 
and thlus in I,! , if and only if they are equal in -Fr, . The latter is not the case 
however for 
rlf, wr = (1, a, a66l, ab-4, ab-h-1, a6-h-16, ab-Q&6c-I), 
rlf. ZL’, = (1, c, ~6-1, cb-la, cbplac-1, c6-lac-lb, cb-‘tzc-lba-ll J’ 
in the free group on X so that, by [8, Theorem 2.41 o: [4, Theorem 5.51, 
-1 WozWI + wp’? -’ in FIX . 
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Given that it is not proper, it is natural to ask how far I, , 1z > 3, is from 
being proper; equivalently, how large is the unitary subsemigroup 
un = (m E I,, : (w, 2s) E u} 
of I, ? We shall give an answer to this question by proving that, for n > 3, 
U, contains the free inverse semigroup on two, and thus, by [7, Corollary 2.51, 
on countably many generators. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let X = {a, b, c,...) and set w1 = ab-lca-lbc-l, we = 
bc-lab-?a-l in CIx . Then the imerse subsmzigroup (zq , w2> of CITY , generated 
by w1 and we , is free on zul and zu2 . 
Proof. Let E’ = {wr , wz , wu;l, wp’}, Then, since each element of W is 
singular and has even length, each element of (wr , wl) is singular and so, 
by Proposition 3.3, (zur , wa> . IS isomorphic to the subsemigroup of FIX 
generated by w1 and w, . Hence without loss of generality, we can regard 
w, , wa as being in FIX. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, one can verify that the hypotheses 
of [7], Proposition 2.3 are satisfied. However, the details, required to verify 
these hypotheses, can also be used to prove the result directly. We adopt the 
latter approach. 
Let 4 be the canonical homomorphism FIY --f (q , ZO&, where Y = 
{Wl > w,}. Then, in order to show that (wr , ZL’~) is free, it suffices to prove 
that $ is idempotent separating; since [7, Lemma 1.31 SF is trivial on free 
inverse semigroups, 4 is then an isomorphism. 
By [8, Theorem 2.41 or [4, Theorem 5.51, for u, v E (wr , zu,.,, 
uz.-l = VZI-~ in FIX -D rlf. u = rlf. z’ 
in the free group Gx on X while 
uu-1 = zxrl in FIY -S rlf. u = rlf. z! 
in Gr, the free group on I: Hence, to complete the proof of the theorem, 
it suffices to prove that rlf. ZL = rlf. z’ in G, implies rlf. u = rlf. v in G, , 
for u, v E (wr , We). We do this by analyzing the reduction in G, of words 
g = is2 ... g,h where gj E N’, 1 < i < n and h is a proper initial segment 
of a member of bV. 
Consider the following elementary operations on words of the form 
g = g1g2 . ..g.hEFX*F;’ where g, E FL’, 1 < i < n 
and lz is a proper initial segment of a member of FV. 
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g1 I.. gig,+1 . ..g.h +g, ...gi-,gi-, . ..g.$ if gi+l = gT1 B-step; 
g, ‘.. g,,ir +g, Greg,-,h’ if 12 is an initial segment ef g;’ and g,h = 2 
in G, where Ii is reduced E&Z?; i 
g1 "'gigi,, . ..g.h +g, ..'gi-,gfki;, . ..g.lz ifg[ = 2+, diTI = .wL,, or 
- gi = z~;i, g,+l = ~;i and where g,’ = gig+; is reduced in G, ; 
gi ‘.~ g$ -fgi ... g.,2-lg,z’ if g,? = zC2 and 15 is an initial segment of w1 
or g,! z q1 and h is an initial segment of ,zc;r and where g,,’ = g,.$ 
is reduced in 6, A-steps 
We shall denote by gB the result of applying all possible B-stens to 
g = g,g, ~.~ g,h; gBE is the result of applying an E-step to gB; if such is 
possible, otherwise gBE = gB; gBE;I is the rest& of applying all pss&le 
A-steps to gBE. 
LSMNA 3.7. gBEA is reduced. 
Ppoof~ gB =gl’ ..’ g,‘lz where gi,, f (g,‘))i, 1 ,< i < s. Thus gBE = gB if 
h is not an initial segment, f 1, of (gS’)-’ and gBE = g,’ ... g;Jf if ii 
is an initial segment of (g,‘)-’ when h’ = g,‘h is an initial segment of g,$‘- 
Because of the form of the elements of IV, it follows that gBE can only be 
reduced further by removing submords n-la from subwords of the forms 
2tlpZL’1 ) ‘u;%Lp or of the form gi-,A if gi-r = z+ (zc;r) and !z’ is an initial 
segment of ‘wr (zugl) or of the form g,9’h if g,’ = zcl (~1,“) and A is an initial 
segment of zq (w;‘). Th a t i s, gBE can be reduced further or& ‘by applying 
-4’~steps. Hence gBE*4 is reduced. 
. - 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 3.6 is to construct rif. u in the f:ee 
group on q I ‘u2 from rlf. zi in G.r . If 24 = g, .. g,, where gi E aa/. 1 < i .< !z 
then 
rlf. u in rhe free group on =I ) w2 = (g,B, g:g,B,..., g_ ... g,&. 
Hence, to obtain this set from rlf. u in G,, we must find some way of undoing 
the A-steps. This is accomplished by the following ccmstruction. 
For any ward z E Fsr *F<;’ define A*-steps as follows: 
z = pbk’cb-‘q ---f pb-‘c&&lq, 
z = pc-lbc-‘q - pc-lba-labc-“q, 
z = pc-lb ---f pc-S-1, 
z = pb-‘c + p&-a-l, 
and let ,xX-” be the result of applying all possible A*-steps to x. 
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LEMMA 3.8. If g = g, .. . g,h then gBEAA * = gBE. 
Proof. A*-steps can be applied to gBEA precisely when a subword 
b-4b-1 or c-lbc-l occurs in gBEA or c-lb or b-4 occurs at the right end of 
gBEA. Let gBE = gl’ . . . g,‘h’. Then from the form of zu, and zus it is easy to 
see that we get terms b-l&l, c-lbc-l in gBEA or c-lb, b-4 at the end of 
gBEA precisely when an A-step is applied to gBE. Hence gBEAA* = gBE. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let u = g, . ..g. where gi E IV, 1 < i < n. If g’ E rlf. u 
in G,, then g’A* has length 6x5 for some nonrzegative integer n, if and only ;f 
g’A* = (g, ... g,)B for some s < n. 
Proof. Suppose g’ = (gl . .. g$) BEA where g, .. . g,h is an initial segment 
of u. Then, by Lemma 3.8, (gl ... g,h) BE = g’A*. Now (gl *..g,$h) BE has 
length a multiple of 6 if and only if h is absent. But, if h is absent, 
(8, ... gsh) BE = (a . . g,)B. 
Now to the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Let u, ZI E (q , ws) and suppose rlf. u = rlf. v in G, . Then, with the 
obvious notation, (rlf. u)A* = (rlf. v)A* and so 
(rlf. u)A* n 62 = (rlf. o)A* n 672. 
By Corollary 3.9, 
(rlf. u)A* n 62 = (g,B, g,g,B,..., g,g, . ..g.B} = rlf. u in the free group 
on wr , ws where u = g, .. g, with gi E II’, 1 < i < n. Hence 
rlf. u in the free group on zq , w, = rlf. v in the free group on eu, , w2 . 
This shows that 4 is idempotent separating and thus is an isomorphism. 
The difference between I1 and I2 on the one hand and In , n 3 3, on the 
other is pointed out again by Theorem 3.6 for we have the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Ii does not contain the free inverse semigroup in two 
generators. 
Proof. Suppose that T is an inverse subsemigroup of I2 and let a, b E T. 
Then, from the multiplication in 1; , it is easy to see that (a, b) E o if and 
only if aa-lbb-la = aa-‘bb-lb, where (T is the minimum group congruence 
on 12 ; actually this is true for any proper inverse semigroup not just 1, . 
Hence a = b in the maximum group homomorphic image of I, if and only if 
a = b in the maximum group homomorphic image of T. Thus the maximum 
group homomorphic image of T can be embedded in the maximum group 
homomorphic image Z x Z of I2 . If T were free inverse on two generators 
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this would not be possible since the maximum group homomorphic image 
of T would be the free group on two generators. 
As a Corollary to Theorem 3.6, we have the following. 
GOROLLARW 3.1 I. Every countably generated zkerse semigmzq? is a 
~o~~omorpbic mage of an inverse subsenzi,orozlp Gf J3 j 
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